Max, knowledgeable in these hills
would look after himself, I hoped. Ade
was urging us along.

view, photo and then choosing the
worst route off the top down the
steepest decent of the round.
Wasdale below ? and I mean ?below?.
Down the scree slope with rocks
bashing your ankles we went, down,
down until the legs ached followed by
a fresh wash in the stream.
Running into Checkpoint 3 ? Wasdale,
I met my favourite supporter, Ruth,
whom I had primed not to show any
sympathy or comment on how I might
look. She helped me get some rice
pudding and custard down. Ade joined
us having travelled from Hull. Dave
and Max decided that leg 3 wasn?t
enough ? so let?s do leg 4 too. With
water bottles filled up, we set off at 10
am. Up my nemesis ? Yewbarrow. A
44 min slog straight up in the baking
sun. Here is where things started to
go awry. Max decided he would be the
water buffalo and loaded himself up
with a good few litres. This, plus the
heat etc. slowed him down. Dave
hung back to help, but as most hills in
the Lakes have many false summits, I
soon lost Max and Dave. Over the top
Danny, Ade and I went. Eventually
slogging up a higher, but easier
gradient Red Pike, Dave caught up.

Steeple is an out- and- back peak
jutting off the main massifs. I met
Danny starting this when I returned.
He didn?t look good. Ade hung back
and I caught up with Dave. Up and
over Pillar and way down the other
side we saw Ade ahead. Danny?s
knees had packed up and they met
Max who would take care of the
situation. All good. We kept our speed
and found a better line up Kirk fell (not
the gullies which spooked Dave and
me on a previous recce). Relentless
climbs up and down with loose rocks

and heavy underfoot. The sun was
doing his job well. One custard down
to help the energy. Nothing else would
work. I remained very worried about
the ?food in?part. A ?blow? was surely
looming.
Great Gable, the last impending giant,
is one huge climb followed by the
similar painfully slow, near vertical
decent to Pillar and Kirk Fell. Ade
reminded us to pose for a photo with
the plaque remembering those who
had fallen in the Great Wars. With the
hardest climbs under our belt we
moved onto Green Gable. A stop to
cool my head in the only tarn with
water, followed by a roll over and

moan was met with a laugh and a kick
to get me going. Dave was enjoying
this! Brandreth and Grey Knotts with
a steep long decent into Honister saw
leg 4 done.
Here I was met by Richard, my old
running friend from Chester who
literally put a West Cheshire vest on
me way back when and said to join
their league team. My last leg
supporter couldn?t be found, so poor
Ade was voluntold to do leg 5. A quick
food stop and I was still on the 22h30
? 23h00 mark.
Up Dale Head with 7 summits,
Hindcarth and the long path to
Robinson. Peak 42 at 4 pm. All good.
We picked our way down the smooth
rocks and eventually descended off
these peaks. Racing now along the
valley floor, poor Ade?s lungs had too
much oxygen. Richard and Dave now
met me at Newlands church for the 9
kms tar home. Running at a healthy
pace we worked our way into Keswick.
I found my 2nd 2nd wind and found
myself rushing through town,
stopping the traffic and weaving thru
the Saturday market. I raced up those
Moot Hall steps at 17:13 ? 22h03.
Elated, but kicking myself over those 3
mins!
That?s it. Fill in the ratification form,
get it approved by the secretary and
you?ve completed the Bob Graham
round. I joined the 24hr BG club.
There?s no pomp, medals, T shirts. It?s
just you and your memories.
I think, because such a not- big- deal is
made of the BG, it?s such a big deal.
A huge thank you to all who supported
in so many ways. Job done. The views
remain for another visit, but at a more
sedate pace? Welcome to running in
the UK.
Now, did I see a Public foot path down
that road?

DalbyForrest half marathon
Stuart Buchanan
When trying to balance running and
family life I often try and find races in
places were the kids will enjoy
themselves while I?m running and we
can have a day out so we get the
best of both worlds. So Dalby Forrest
ticked all the boxes and I?d seen a
few others had done it and said it
was good fun so I thought I?d give it a
bash. NO EGO the race series is
called and that sounded like it was
made for me - men of my stature
don?t usually have egos, we leave
that to the people who aren?t as
good as us?
I didn?t really think much about the
race until race week as with the
summer league and triathlon season
I seem to be racing every week at the
moment and my thought process
was I?ll just see how it goes and take
it in my stride. I may have
under- estimated the course ever so
slightly? and I realised this within
about a mile of the race when I?d
already cockled numerous times on
varying terrain, cut myself running
through ?gaps?in the bushes and was
already sweating buckets in the
tropical heat. It?s a Forrest for Christ
sake how are we not in the shade?
How can you constantly run up hill
and never come downhill? How on
earth is that lady running up every
hill effortlessly like it?s the travellator
on Gladiators? After realising the
magnitude of the event I really
enjoyed what was my first real trail
race and loved the unpredictable
nature and the challenges that came
with it. Running through bogs,
climbing over logs, jumping fences
it?s a completely different animal to

the road races I?m accustomed to
and I?ll definitely look to do some
more in the future.
After the race finished and I?d drank
about 8 pints of water as I seemed to
be sweating it out faster than I could
pour it in and checked the route on
Strava and there was over 1000 foot
of climbing. It doesn?t get tougher
than that. Then I saw that at the
same time a few Harriers had run
Everest half marathon which had 3x
the elevation some had done the full
and a few of my mates were in the
middle of doing Ironman Bolton. That
is why I always have and always will
run with No Ego? I prefer the
humblebrag.
Big props to Jason Moss & Matthew
Robinson who also did the half &
Laura, Matt Shirley and Nippy who
tackled the 10k.

Scarfell PikeTrail Marathon
Paul Wray
Leaving Hull at 4am to drive 150 miles
just to reach a start line is nothing out
of the ordinary for me however driving
towards a mountain range to start a
race is slightly out of my comfort
zone. As I approached the turn for
Keswick I was even worried or nervous
about the size of the hills as this was
just a kit check and final injury check
before the Lakeland 100. (which I
would later fail at badly but that?s
another story)
With a small field of around 250
runners its more like a rock climbing
and boulder kicking event than a trail
run. Be prepared as it?s harder than it
looks on the Website video and
definitely harder than I expected. I
arrived at the car park and registration
to glorious sunshine but that is where
the good times ended for me.
What followed was a comedy of errors
or bad organisation I am really unsure
which but it left me feeling lucky to be
alive at the end of the day. At check in
I was told they had lost my race
number but it wasn?t a problem as
they had spare numbers, ?what was
your name again? Oh and don?t worry
the chip will still record your time?.
From here you have a nice short 30
minute walk around the head of the
lake to the start line.
The race like many others of this type
states minimal kit required and
experienced runners? A pet hate of
mine is inadequate kit checks, granted
most people wouldn?t dream of
turning up with incorrect kit but some
do. So imagine my surprise when kit
check consisted of a bloke at the start
line briefing saying ?you should all
have at least a raincoat in your bags
as it looks like a nice day?
Finally the race starts and follows the
shore of the lake through some nice
wooded trail which is flat and fast
before turning to tarmac for about a
mile to reach a farmhouse at the foot
of the mountain. This would be feed
station 1 which had a variety of warm
water, melted jelly babies and nuts. As
requested by the race brief runners
should fill up water here as it?s a long
time in the mountain and there are no
water stations. Roughly 8 miles and
1000 meters of climb and 1000 meters
of descent before the next feed
station through crowds and crowds of
people all in 28 degrees.

For me this was my favourite part of
the race with some fantastic climbs
and unbeatable views. Through a
couple of check points and photo
opportunities and finally you reach the
top which is worth the pain as you can
see for miles.
It was at this point where I ran out of
water and with 4 miles of descending
to do before the feed station it was
time to find a stream. I was looking
forward to the descent but the shear
volume of people going up made it
difficult to find a clear and easy route.
Finally a stream so I jump of route and
fill my bottle and at this point Killian
Jornet passes me going up faster than
I am going down!
The descent continues and finally after
a couple of stream fill ups a familiar
feed station appears, feed station 1 is
now feed station 2 and the water is
now hotter but there is a new item to
choose from COKE (boiled). At this
point rather than follow the early route
back to the start you break right and
travel back along the other side of the
lake. The final 2 sections take you up
and over the top of the lake giving you
some great views to distract you from
the pain in your legs. The final feed
station seemed to be further away
than expected by most runners but it
finally appears leaving just 5km to the
finish line to the relief of the small
group of runners that has formed.
Fantastic water, coke, food and
shade? ..no wait make that 1 tree
between 8 runners, warm water, warm
coke and some dubious looking crisps.
2 cups of coke and 2 gels and within
1km I am sprinting to the finish as the
hunger for fresh cold water is driving
me now. Down towards the lake from
the hills kicking rocks every 2 strides to

join some nice shaded trail and as
you approach the final km the
crowds grow and things become
difficult to navigate with dogs, bikes,
kids, balls and mobility scooters but
finally you reach the finish YES! Stop
the watch and collapse. A nice lady
approaches with a medal and a cup
of WARM WATER! ?you stay there
she says and I will get your print out
for you? she says. After lying on the
floor for what seemed forever I
decided to find my car and a shop
with some cold drinks and ice- cream
but first I wanted to grab my printout
and here is the final nail in the coffin.
?I am sorry sir we don?t seem to have
a time for your race number, do you
have a chip attached to it??
Yes is my response
?what is the time on your watch??
?what is your name and address as
we don?t seem to have any data for
you or any check point times?
At this point I walked away as it
seems I ran the full race under the
wrong number and no one knew I
was even on the route, good job I
didn?t get into difficulties and it?s
definitely a good job there was a
thorough kit check at the beginning.
All in all a great days running and
great
views but
I wouldn?t
recommend this race to my worst
enemy.
* I couldn't find any images of Paul
from the race therefore I've included
this amazing image shwing the
scenery courtesy of Ian Corless
(https://iancorless.org)

Battleof theBuggies
Darren White
I wouldn't normally write about
Parkrun as we all know it's not a race
(more on that later). However,
hopefully, you'll agree that maybe this
one was maybe a little different.
Katy and I don't overtly set out to do
Parkrun tourism but over the years
we've sneaked a cheeky one in here
and there (although admittedly
restricted to the UK so far - something
I grumble about to this day as we flew
into San Fransico a few years ago on a
Saturday but alas not until the
afternoon therefore too late to do
Parkrun). Anyway, we were travelling
south for a wedding reception and
ended up staying at Bishops Stortford
on Friday before. I had permission to
find a local Parkrun and that turned
out to be Castle Park about 4 miles
away. For this one, Katy was running
and I would run with Zach in the
buggy.
Onto the Saturday and I did receive
some gentle verbal chastisement from
Katy on the drive there as I wasn't
sure where to park or how to get to
the start. In my defence, I had checked
it was buggy friendly!

Anyway, we arrived in plenty of time
and with little fanfare. I was pleased
to see it was an expansive start area
allowing me to position myself
relatively close to the front but
hopefully not get in the way. It was a
little disconcerting not to see any
other buggies but just before the start
I did spot one other runner with a
buggy.

After the pre- race briefing (which
everybody listened to which was a
refreshing change), we were off, I flew
out of blocks (metaphorically
speaking) but even this close to the
front I had to take my foot off the gas
slightly to avoid running anybody over.
Now, I know Parkrun isn't a race but
let's be honest we all use it to gauge
where we are at, beat our previous

times and compete with other
runners, therefore, I'm always going to
push it as hard as possible. So on that
note, I caught sight of the other buggy
runner in my peripheral vision who
had taken the narrower curve that
leads to a path through the wooded
area whereas I was taking the wide
curve, that gave me the impetus to
push on a bit as I wanted to be first to
the "chicane" leading to the
aforementioned path.
We had been warned about the
bollards and I'm glad we had, I made
sure I stuck to one side and just like
the locals made sure I shouted
"bollard" every time I passed one.
After the path, you go around some
fields before going back past the start
field. Halfway in and it was definitely
feeling like hard work. The other buggy
runner was nowhere to be seen and
as far as I was concerned a distant
memory ...... wow wrong was I!
Back through the woods for the
second lap and once again onto the
fields. It was at this point around the
2- mile point I caught a flash of a
menacing black Nipper Sports stroller
.... hmm it looks like he's gaining just
as I'm starting to fade. We may have a
battle on our hands.
At the end fields, there's a fairly sharp
right turn which in the heat of battle I
may have taken too fast ending up on
two wheels and only just keeping
control of the buggy (Katy did later tell
me she had visions of coming round a
corner with me comforting Zach and
the buggy on its side). However,
thankfully carnage avoided and the
"race" was still on.
It was just after here I lost the lead
with less than half a mile to go. A part
of me was happy to let them go and
sprint from behind. Back onto the
starting field with the pace gradually
increasing. With the final 200/ 300m
to go I started my all out spring and
had almost got back onto level terms
but in hindsight, I may have let too
much of a gap as Adam (as I later
found out) was able to also kick and in
the end beat me by 4 seconds as I
slowed towards the line.
It's not every day that you run 19:37
for 5k and yet are still not the first
runner with a buggy, I was also
knocked out of the top 10 (finishing
11th) and 2nd in my age category (to
you know who). I may have grumbled
a few times over the weekend.

Katy finished in a
respectable 25:26 and
retieved monster hat
which me and Zach had
lost on the seocnd lap
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